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The bikes of the peloton

Writer: Marcel Wüst    Photographer: Kai Dudenhöfer

fresh 
air

Italian maestros Wilier are the latest to join 
the aero-road segment with their brand new, 
TT-derived Cento1 Air. Marcel Wüst puts their 
claims to the test in Majorca
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it pretty much goes without saying now 
that the shifting from the Di2 group was 
easy and perfect throughout my testing. 
the chain catcher hardly seems necessary 
but it’s worth having for bumpy roads.

By the time i reached the flat part of my 
ride the wind had picked up, so i got down 
on the drops for a while in an attempt to 
make myself as aerodynamic as the bike. 
the FsA Wing Pro handlebar has a nice 
compact curve that’s comfortable for 
hours. Both the stem and the bar carry  
the Wilier logo and also a decal that reads 
“custom project for Wilier triestina”. it’s 
another example of the italians’ great 
attention to detail.

 Semi-compact 
gearing suits the terrain 
in Majorca and makes  
it easy to maintain an 
even cadence

On the rOad frOm CampOs tO 
pOrreres i did sOme sprints 
and nOtiCed  hOw stiff the 
bOttOm braCket area feels

From a few steps away, the cento1 Air 
doesn’t look especially aero because it 
doesn’t use airfoil shape tubes. instead, 
Wilier have employed a Kamm tail design 
with larger tube sections. this makes the 
tubes lighter, stiffer and more comfortable 
than an airfoil yet equally aerodynamic 
across a range of wind angles. Kamm 
shapes have carefully rounded front areas 
and sharply cut-off back sections that 
create a ‘virtual airfoil’ which tricks the 
airflow into behaving as if following a 
much longer airfoil shape. this type of 
design falls easily within the uci’s rules 
and it behaves better in crosswinds, too. 
the only compromise is that Kamm tubes 
are not quite as aero as a traditional airfoil 
in low wind angles, such as a calm day.

Wilier also opted to leave the brakes  
in their usual locations. the rear brake is 
shielded from the airflow by the seatstays, 
so it causes close to no drag. Plus, the 
brakes are much easier to adjust here. 

Frame: Wilier Cento 1 Air
Groupset: Shimano Dura-Ace Di2
Crankset: Shimano Dura-Ace 
Brakes:  Shimano Dura-Ace 
Chainrings: 52/36
Cassette: 12–25 
Wheels: Fulcrum Racing Zero
Tyres: Michelin Pro 4 Service Course
Headset: Ritchey
Stem: FSA Energy custom for Wilier 
Handlebar: FSA Wing Pro custom  
for Wilier
Seatpost: Ritchey carbon
Saddle: Fizik Arione 
Fork: Wilier integrated fork, full carbon
Weight: 7.32kg 
Price: £5,699 (€7,749)
www.wilier.it

specifications

 The fork integrates 
neatly with the 
downtube to smooth 
airflow at the front  
of the bike

a
ero is the new black. 
Previously, it seemed that 
the ‘must have’ bike in 
every manufacturer’s range 
was a super-light machine, 

usually in matt black and probably with 
black graphics, too. As long as there are 
hills to climb, there will always be a place 
for ultra-light bikes but, right now, a new 
trend is getting all the attention. Aero-road 
bikes are the new zeitgeist.

of course, aerodynamic road bikes are 
nothing new – the earliest date back some 
15 years to when i was still a pro – but there 
is no doubt that the concept has taken hold 
to a much greater extent in the last two 
years. now, almost every manufacturer has 
a wind-cheating machine and most of the 
pro riders with the option usually choose 
their faster bike over their lighter one. 

the way i see it, there are two reasons  
for this. First, there is now much better and 
more widespread understanding of the 
real-world benefits of aerodynamics in 
road racing, and that in itself is partly 
attributable to the near universal use of 
power meters. now if you tell a rider that 
he can save 20W at 40kph into the wind,  
he really knows what that means.

secondly, aero-road bikes have simply 
become a lot better. While the first 
attempts came with a lot of compromises 
to weight, comfort and rigidity, that’s less 
the case now. in short, the question has 
become ‘why wouldn’t you ride one? ’

All of that makes it less of a surprise that 
Wilier triestina added aero features to this, 
the fifth generation cento1. of course, it 
also means that the bar is already set high.

A few features immediately caught my 
eye: the headtube is very slender to reduce 
frontal area and the fork integrates neatly 
with the downtube. the seatstays are an 
obvious difference, too. they join the 
seat-tube as low as the uci rules allow  
and they look like they’re taken directly 
from Wilier’s twinBlade tt bike.

While the cento1 Air is available in 
several colours, including some trendy 
fluoro options, i was pleased to unpack  
my test bike and see the classic scheme of 
carbon black with red and white graphics. 
it’s a timeless look. thanks, Wilier, for 
staying classy!

rolling onto the coastal road, i started 
with the usual accelerations to test the 
bike’s stiffness and responsiveness. of 
course, the Wilier did what i expected and 
shot forward. the higher the speed the 
greater the advantage you get from the  
aerodynamics. i knew i wouldn’t be able  
to ride at 40kph for very long but as this 
section of road was into a headwind i knew 
the Wilier was helping me anyway. 

My test bike came fitted with shimano 
Dura-Ace Di2 in semi-compact form, with 
52/36 chainrings and an unusual 12-25 
11-speed cassette. As well as being ideal 
gearing for the terrain around Majorca, 
this set-up also has the bonus of an 18t 
sprocket to keep your cadence smooth. 

while early aerO-rOad bikes 
were COmprOmised, that’s 
less the Case nOw. in shOrt, 
why wOuldn’t yOu ride One?

prorides
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i kept riding but turned more inland, with 
a bit of a crosswind. on the road from 
campos to Porreres i performed some long 
sprints starting at a low speed and noticed  
how stiff the bottom bracket area feels. the 
Fulcrum racing Zero wheels are light and 
accelerate well but they are definitely not 
very aerodynamic and i’m surprised at this 
spec choice. shouldn’t an aero bike be on 
aero wheels? Especially at this price…

A short time later i reached ‘Progressive 
Hill’ – i named it this because from nothing 
it progressively increases in gradient to at 
least 10 per cent for the last 150 meters. By 
the last section my performance dropped  
a bit as my legs got heavier. But, honestly, 
the bike is no lightweight either.

A top machine of this price should not 
reach 7.5kg when ready to ride. that’s what 
my Park tool bike scale read for this bike 

the fulCrum raCing ZerOs are 
light and aCCelerate well 
but shOuldn’t an aerO bike  
be On aerO wheels?

 
How much more aero is the Air than the 
regular Cento1? For instance, can you tell  
us how much faster it is over 40km at  
a given effort?
The United Healthcare pro team have wind 
tunnel tested the Cento1 SR and the Cento1 
Air. Their results confirmed our own tests  
that the Cento1 Air is 14 per cent more 
aerodynamically efficient than the Cento1 SR.
 
Did your sponsored teams request an 
aero-road bike?
Yes, they did. The OCBC team asked for it 
specifically and are now riding Cento1 Airs. 
UHC also requested an aero-road bike but  
as they ride in five different continents in all 
disciplines of road race competition, it was 
felt that the Cento1 SR was a better choice. It  
is more a versatile bike but due to its frame 
design still has good aerodynamic qualities.

How did the design team establish the 
balance of characteristics – ie aero versus 
weight versus stiffness – and were they 
prepared to make some sacrifices in order 
to achieve the target aero performance?
The bike was built using the Kamm tail 
shaping as its major aerodynamic feature. 
The Kamm tail principal was established in  
the 1930s as a way of reducing drag and is 
ideally suited to road bike frame design.  
This method of tube shaping gives excellent 
aerodynamic properties and adds stiffness 
but keeps weight to a minimum. However, an 
aerodynamic frame can never be as light as  
a frame designed purely for lightness, such 
as, for example, our own Zero 7 frameset.

Why not fit aero wheels to an aero frame in 
a high-spec build?  
To obtain the best performance the Cento1  
Air needs to be fitted with aero wheels.  
However, high-end customers often have 
their own preference for aero wheels so  
we leave the choice of wheels to them. We 
supply the bike with or without aero wheels 
according to our customer requests.

Is the geometry exactly the same as the 
Cento1 SR?
Yes, it is. We wanted a bike to have  
the same professional level handling 
characteristics as the Cento1 SR but with  
the added advantage of aerodynamics.

Why did you choose to keep the brakes  
in their traditional positions?
We studied all the alternatives; we found  
that the aerodynamic advantages gained  
by placing the brakes behind the BB are  
not as great as often supposed. For ease of 
maintenance and to ensure proper function 
at all times, we decided to mount the brakes 
in the conventional positions. However, to 
keep drag to a minimum, the rear brake is 
shielded from the wind by the shaping at the 
top of the seatstays.

InsIde 
Track 
ClaudiO salOmOni
sales manager,  
wilier TriesTina

with two bidon cages and my pedals 
mounted. Most of the cento1 Air’s rivals  
in the aero-road category are lighter. While 
the pros have the luxury of a different bike 
for the mountains, most people need one 
bike for everything, so even an aero bike 
still has to be light.

one interesting detail that you won’t 
notice without looking closely, but which 
is worthy of mention, is the rear dropout 
design. this multipurpose piece serves as 
the rear derailleur mount, dropout and 
also the cable stop for mechanical shifting 
and a cable guide for an electronic group. 
it’s very rigid and this is always important 
for optimum shifting. 

 The styling, graphics 
and finish are all really 
high quality, as you’d 
expect from a brand 
such as Wilier

 Light wheels, a stiff 
BB and ideal gearing 
flatter the Cento1 Air 
but its weight shows 
when the road climbs

ProRides
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Because i wanted to do at least one big 
climb that day – not so much to see how 
the bike climbs, more for the sake of ‘giving 
it the stick’ in the descent – i stopped my 
sprinting session and threw it onto the 
small ring for a while to recover.

the next section of road was bumpier. 
the Wilier did an okay job of absorbing the 
worst of it but with the chainstays that low 
don’t expect the smoothest ride you’ve ever 
had. the aero seatpost cuts a little bit more 
harshness away from your lower back but 
this remains a typically firm aero bike.

Despite being heavier than most bikes  
i test for Prorides, the cento1 Air still 
climbs well. the low rotating mass of the 
Fulcrum racing Zero wheels deserves a  
lot of credit for saving the bike’s reputation 
up hills. But if you choose to fit heavier 

Born: Cologne, Germany
6/8/1967
Residence: Frechen, 
Germany; Majorca, Spain
Pro Career: 1989 — 2001 
First Team: RMO
Career Highlights: 14 
grand tour stage wins  
1 Tour, 1 Giro, 12 Vuelta

During his career as a top sprinter Marcel  
won stages in all three major tours. A bad 
crash in 2000 forced early retirement.  
He now works as a journalist and television 
pundit, as well as running cycling camps  
from his base in Majorca, Casa Ciclista.  
He stays enviably fit and pushes every test  
bike to its limits.

ridden by… 
grand tour multi-stage winner 
Marcel Wüst

 The FSA cockpit has 
custom graphics for 
Wilier. It makes no 
difference to the ride 
but lifts the finish

 Wilier prioritised 
braking performance 
over aerodynamics 
and left the calipers in 
their usual positions
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down with a big grin on my face. the front 
end is really stiff when accelerating out of 
the corners and leaning in to the apex felt 
very natural. More lean angle equals more 
fun, and i had lots of both!

on reaching home my thoughts were 
divided. on the one hand, the cento1 Air 
seems really expensive at over €2,800 for a 
frameset given that many rivals are lighter 
as well as cheaper. But then i remembered 
just how much i enjoyed the ride… 

wheels – whether to go for a more aero 
option or to save some money – don’t be 
surprised if the bike feels a bit hard to 
accelerate when the gradient increases.

Descending is a whole different story, 
though, and this is where both i and the 
bike are happiest.

the new aero fork design and headtube 
junction have improved the airflow and 
given a 14 per cent increase in torsional 
rigidity. the last Wilier i rode was back  
in 2011 (the cento1 slr, then ridden by 
Petacchi and co at lampre) so i did not 
have a recent reference point but this new 
one got me down the hill like it was on 
rails. the braking power and modulation 
from the Dura-Ace callipers and alloy rims 
is perfect for attacking down hills. 

After a few fast corners i really trusted 
the Michelin tyres and i shot all the way 

the aerO seatpOst Cuts a 
little bit mOre harshness 
away but this remains a 
typiCally firm aerO bike

 Give Marcel a stiff 
headtube and great 
brakes and he’s  
happy for hours

prorides


